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Using Aggregated Particles to Estimate a Cloud Height

��Sedimentation Process of the September ,-, ,**.,

Pyroclastic Fall at the Asama Volcano Eruption��

Marekazu OHNO�, Shuji YAMAKAWA�, Masayuki O’ISHI��, Kou TAKAHASHI���,

Tatsuyuki UENO����and Takafumi IDA�

A cloud height generated by a volcanic eruption reflects the immensity and/or magnitude of the eruption ;

thus a measuring of the height’s temporal variation during the event is very significant in judging whether the

activity will become violent or decline. However, when a volcanic eruption occurs during bad weather, we must

take information about the cloud’s height by means of the pyroclastic deposits. In general, the total time taken

for pyroclastic materials to be ejected and deposited at a given distance from the source vent can be divided into

three parts as follows : the time for the eruption cloud to ascend and reach its neutral buoyancy level (T+) ; the time

for the pyroclastic materials to be transported laterally by the eruption cloud (T,) ; and the time for pyroclastic

materials to fall and be deposited on the ground (T-). Since T- can be calculated from the settling velocity of

pyroclastic materials, if the time that the pyroclastic materials fell at a given locality was observed and a given

value for T+ is assumed, the most suitable wind velocity to explain T, can be determined. Thus the height at which

pyroclastic materials separate from the eruption cloud can be determined by using the vertical profile of wind

velocity around the volcano. These ideas were applied to the eruption occurred at +3 : .. (JST) on September ,-,
,**., at the Asama volcano, which produced a pyroclastic fall deposit with a minimum weight of 1.,%+*0 kg.

Because this eruption occurred in bad weather, the pyroclastic materials fell as mud raindrops that were aggregate

particles saturated by the rainwater. Based on the depositional mass, the number of impact marks of the mud

raindrops in the unit area, and the apparent density and the equivalent diameter of these drops during their fall was

estimated to be ,.,�-.+mm, which is consistent with the grain-size distribution of pyroclastic materials. Accord-
ing to some experienced accounts, mud raindrops several millimeters in diameter fell at ,* : *-
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in the Kitakaruizawa area (about 3 km north-northeast from the source). Assuming ,�/ minutes for T+ and

++./�+,.* m/s of average lateral wind velocity, the height at which the mud raindrops separated from the

eruption cloud can be estimated at -,.-*�-,20* m (-,0+* m on average). From this conclusion, the

transportation and depositional process of the pyroclastic materials generated on September ,-, ,**., at the

Asama volcano can summarized as follows : the explosion occurred at +3 : .. and the eruption cloud rose to

-,0+* m while blowing ,..3 km downwind from the source. The cloud moved laterally for ../+ km with

generating raindrops. At +3 : /., mud raindrops separated from the cloud 1.* km north-northeast from the

source, then fell to the ground at ,* : *- after being blown ,.* km downwind by a lateral wind.
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